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Tall plus short equals tall.
Short plus tall equals tall.
Tall plus tall equals tall.
Short plus short equals short.
There was three times the chance for tallncss as for short-
ness, and what actually happened was exactly this: one fourth
came up dwarf, three fourths came up tall. When the second
generation, or the mixed, was crossed back with dwarfs, what
was the result ? The impure tails carried one half tall genes and
one half short ones, The dwarfs carried all dwarf genes. There
were then only one half as many tall genes as dwarf ones. But
the tall genes dominated the dwarfs "with which they united,
resulting, therefore, in tall peas, which took care of one half of
all genes that had to do with tallness or shortness, and left the
other half all dwarfs, to unite with themselves, which, naturally,
produced dwarf peas. The result was that one half of these hy-
brid peas were tall and one half short; and these shorts, if crossed
with themselves, would never produce anything but more shorts.
Wherever then* was a tall that was the result of the union of
two tall genes, the peas growing from its seeds (that is, if not
crossed with some other kind) would be always tall. But wher-
ever impure tails, that is tails carrying dwarf genes, even though
they looked just like the pure tails, were prevented from cross-
ing with any other plant, the peas would result in being part
dwarf and part tall in the proportion we have demonstrated,
Crossing yellow and green peas showed the same mathematical
results, the yellowness in this case being the dominant trait, the
greenness the recessive, Anyone can, of course, by doing the
same experiments, find out these things for himself,
The study of the breeding of black or white rabbits, guinea
pigs, or rats shows the same laws of heredity, The blackness is
the dominant factor, whiteness the recessive; and the same pro-
portions of blackness and whiteness show in the program of
crossbreeding,
Heredity a Definite Thing. This study shows us what a
wonderful and definite thing heredity is, and how it is governed
by fixed laws. The heredity of human beings is not such a simple
thing as all this; in its multiplicity and complications it is as

